GigaTrust Announces Thin Client Support
for Microsoft Windows RMS
GigaTrust supports the viewing of Windows Rights Management Services (RMS) for
Windows Server 2003 protected content for users outside the enterprise without the
installation of a large client or the need for administrator rights.

HERNDON, VA. February 7, 2007—GigaTrust, a leading provider of Cross Enterprise
Rights Management products including persistent content protection and
authentication services, today announced thin client support for viewing Windows
RMSprotected email and email attachments. In addition, GigaTrust has announced
two new products, GigaTrust for Dynamic File Folders and GigaTrust Email Archive
for Exchange Server.
“GigaTrust is proud to announce the enhancement of our external user provisioning
capabilities by allowing users outside the enterprise to easily view Windows RMS
protected content without the need for administrative rights or installing a large
client”, said Bob Kellogg, Vice President of Technology, GigaTrust. “The addition of
this feature to our already robust external user provisioning capabilities gives our
customers flexibility when distributing content outside their company.”
“Customers have told us that in today’s environment they need the ability to share
protected content with external business partners,” said Peter Houston, senior
director of marketing for identity and access at Microsoft Corp. “GigaTrust offers a
solution to view Windows RMSprotected information outside the enterprise with a
small footprint client that enforces the author’s assigned rights.”
When a business partner receives Windows RMSprotected information they simply
click on a link, enter their credentials, and view the email or attachments in an
ActiveX control or a Java Applet. This allows the business partner to easily view the
protected information. In addition, the author retains the ability to dynamically
revoke protected content and track the usage of the content through GigaTrust
Report Services.
GigaTrust Corporation, a Microsoftcertified Gold Partner, will be exhibiting at the
2007 RSA Conference in San Francisco, CA February 5 – February 9, 2007 in
Microsoft Corporation’s Partner Pavilion booth #25.
About GigaTrust:
GigaTrust, A Microsoftcertified Gold Partner and leading provider of trusted cross
enterprise solutions, extends Windows Rights Management (RM) to people outside
the enterprise. GigaTrust allows smaller businesses to use RM without investing in
costly infrastructure upgrades. Additional features include automatic protection, PDF
support, dynamic revocation, compliance reporting, and the indexing of protected
content as it is archived. GigaTrust extends Windows RM to BlackBerry, Macintosh,
and Linux. For more information about GigaTrust, visit us at www.gigatrust.com or
contact mediarelations@gigatrust.com.

